IOP Bottled Water Correspondence
Here is the correspondence from REMS members on the IOP Bottled Watergate:
The original letter from John Bausor, which sparked it all off …
At the "At Home" of the REMS on 7 July several members were surprised by the bottles of water supplied at
lunch. On both the still and the sparkling versions of 76 Portland Place water a notice appeared stating "Our
environmentally positive water is helping to reduce your carbon footprint".
No-one could imagine any way in which your bottled water was more "environmentally positive" than tap
water, so we concluded that the comparison must be with other bottled waters. Someone suggested that 76
Portland Place water might be more environmentally positive if it involved less transport than other bottled
water. This led to the idea that it might well be local tap water put in bottles (carbonated if sparkling).
Perhaps you could confirm whether our supposition is correct, and if not, what meaning we should attach to
"environmentally positive".
If physicists find the notice misleading or unbelievable, it might bounce back against the Institute or IOP
Enterprises Ltd.

Reply from the IOP …
Environment
Vivreau - Environmentally Positive Water
At Vivreau we have always cared about the environment. Since the genesis of our company in the late 1980s our
philosophy has been to provide the best quality water from the most local source, eliminating the need for costly
and polluting transportation and packaging. We are proud of the fact that our products have been designed and
manufactured specifically to reduce our clients’ impact on the environment.
Our company launched the original Table Water Bottling System in 1990 and Vivreau water is now served in
the meeting rooms of approximately 75% of the top 100 UK companies, vastly reducing their carbon footprint
and assisted many of them in achieving LEED Certification and the ISO 14001 environmental management
rating.
The food industry talks about “food miles” and in the water industry we talk about “water miles”. Transporting
bottled water around the UK from Europe and even nowadays from the Fiji Islands, creates a huge negative
impact on the environment. Not only is water being transported by road, creating congestion and pollution, there
is also the issue surrounding glass and plastic packaging waste. Our research shows that 80% of a typical city
office’s glass packaging waste is attributed to pre-bottled mineral water.
Although recycling facilities are available, this still has a negative impact on the environment and re-using will
always prove to be more efficient than recycling. Therefore the installation of a Table Water Bottling System,
with re-usable Designer glass bottles for pure chilled still and sparkling water, has an immediate and dramatic
impact on a client’s carbon footprint.
Purifying mains water on site…
•
•
•

Eliminates deliveries - reduces transport CO2, eases congestion and pollution
Eliminates packaging waste associated with pre-bottled waters
Reduces refrigerated storage requirements by chilling water on demand

I see nothing in the attached response about how the bottles are sterilised before being re-used.
That's very worrying to me.

Regarding the water, there are two issues - carbon footprint and cost. Our policy for many years has been to
ask for a simple jug of tap water ("Chateau Pump") at restaurants and to avoid any that refuse. This minimises
both carbon footprint and cost. It would be interesting to know what "purification" the IOP apply to their onsite mains water and how much they charge for the purification process and for putting in the bubbles. It
sounds as though it generated a lively lunch time discussion.

Perhaps IOP could buy some jugs and only serve tap water. A one off cost for jugs and the water is free and as I
understand perfectly drinkable.

I have in the past been puzzled by the concept of 'organic' water; having studied chemistry as well as physics I
wondered where the carbon compounds came from. But even this pales besides the pet food that is advertised
as not having been tested on animals.

Most scientists would prefer tap water with its chlorine than bacteria in filtered water.

Interesting issue with the company's answer not covering the possibility of using IoP HQ tap water I have found
this quite satisfactory and avoid the transporting costs of still water. No doubt the company or the IoP caterers
prefer to supply bottled water. If REMS asked for tap water, one must expect the caterers not to reduce the cost
per head for the meal.
If the REMS at Home meetings were in Edinburgh, Oxford or Liverpool then bottled water would be essential!

I think we should take this up with the Management of the IOP, this reply gives no details of cost, either of the
original machine or of the running costs, not just the money but how much electricity is used while running it. I
assume they use water from the Mains. Why is that inadequate for REMS members? If Thames Water supplied
water is not potable the IOP should take that up with Thames Water, not buy in fancy filtering systems.
I think the meals provided at the 'At Home' are vastly overpriced for what we get.
How much cheaper would be they be with plain tap water?

I followed up the link to the supplier of the bottling machines and wrote enquiring about cleaning the bottles.
Somebody telephoned today to say that the company supplies trays for dishwashers so the bottles are held
upside-down and washed and then sterilised by a burst of steam.
I said that clearly the system only worked if the bottles were washed in that way, and he was forced to agree.
I said that there was nothing to stop the bottles just being refilled.
He said that people would NOT drink out of them - I said I was NOT convinced; the call ended soon after that!

One member (Alan Jennings) pointed out two Feedback pages in the New Scientist – the last three
items in the first, and the first item in the second are amusing …
(I like the Parcelforce item as well!).
To finish with, and nothing to do with water, there is an amusing article by Alan Jennings entitled
Was hospital physics more fun in the mid-twentieth century? I’m sure the answer is “yes”!

